Staircon
Software for design and manufacture of stairs

Staircon gives you the power and
flexibility to get the job done right
Staircon is designed to provide the best possible
support for a simplified and cost effective production
of stairs – from sales to production. The powerful and
user-friendly software enables fast design of standard
stair shapes as well as flexible design capabilities for
advanced shapes.
The modular architecture of Staircon enables you to
add functionality to the software as your business
grows or needs change; as the business grows more
functionality can be added. Staircon is offered in
different licence levels with feature-sets ranging from
web-based presentation to advance CAM-production.
Staircon is continuously improved by our development
team. We believe that stair designs will continue to
evolve and that new production methods and modern
technology continues to advance innovation.
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UK based support team
Technical support is part of the success of any CAD/
CAM software. Staircon offers strong UK based
support to its customers.

Easy-to-use
Staircon is developed for Microsoft Windows, an
environment familiar to most users. The intuitive
graphic user interface is well laid out, easy to learn
and easy-to-use.

Development
The first version of Staircon was released in 1999.
Since then it has been our aim to keep Staircon as the
leading software on the market for stair production.
Staircon is continuously developed because we
believe that stair design will continue to evolve and
new production methods and modern technology will
continue to advance innovation.

www.elecosoft.com

We offer the following options:
Desktop applications
Staircon
Staircon
Sales
Professional
Design and sales

Production full-scale
drawings

Staircon
Staircon
CAM 3/4 axis CAM 5 axis
Link to CNC machine

Link to CNC machine

Staircon
CAM 5 axis+
Link to CNC machine

3D export COLLADA
and o2c

3D export COLLADA
and o2c

Fixture
positioning

Fixture
positioning

Fixture
positioning

Pricing

DXF export

Tread split

Tread split

Tread split

Web applications
Staircon
Showroom
Web 3D catalogue
Pricing

Staircon
Online Designer
Web design and sales
Pricing

“Staircon has undoubtedly helped us to build our business.
We couldn’t process this volume of work without it...
Using Staircon to produce the drawing, the coding and the
production data makes everything move through so much
quicker, to get the job done. It helps us maintain
ultra-high quality.”
Paul Elkin, Manager, Excel Stairs

More information
For information on licensing terms and a quote to suit
your needs, please call us on +44 (0)1844 261 700 or
email info@elecosoft.com
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